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Summary: PUABooks.net releases a review of Brad P's 10 Minute Seduction training course which promises to  
teach single men a method for attracting and quickly becoming intimate with women that is "too shocking for  
public consumption."

Brad P's 10 Minute Seduction which was recently released to a small group of men's dating advice insiders has 
quickly sent shock waves through the online community and prompted a review by PUABooks.net's Clint 
Johnson.

"Brad P is widely regarded as one of America's most respected, yet controversial pick up artists," reports 
Johnson. "In a sea of 'Johnny-come-lately PUAs' Brad has been a thought leader in the pick up world for several 
years. The release of his latest program has caused quite a stir, and we were excited to share our review of the 
course with our website visitors."

In The 10 Minute Seduction program Brad P exposes his patented "10 Minute Seduction Process" that he learned 
from one of his mentors, known only as "The Pheromone Kid".

Johnson explains 10 Minute Seduction's explosive popularity:

"As a guy who reviews dating and pick up guides professionally, one of the biggest problems I see is the same 
old stale material being regurgitated over and over again," says  Johnson. "Brad P's program is exploring 
concepts that just haven't been made public before and single guys who want more success with women soak 
this kind of information up like sponges. Also, the material Brad is teaching is a bit 'racy' or 'controversial' in 
terms of his very direct approach to female sexuality, and that's always something a lot of men appreciate."

While some skeptics may question whether it is really possible for a man to meet, attract and become intimate 
with a woman in just ten minutes, Johnson claims it's practically par for the course on the modern singles scene.

"These days there are a lot of people, both men and women who are seeking hedonistic adventures," says 
Johnson. "If you've ever been to a frat party or a night club then you know that this sort of thing does happen on 
a fairly regular basis, it's just that only a select group of guys have the skills to pull this kind of thing off. Our 
website's demographic group includes many men looking for no strings attached encounters, and we are 
recommending Brad P's program to them as a top resource."

10 Minute Seduction is available digitally online, allowing customers instant access to all training materials. For 
a limited time this program is available packaged with 5 additional bonus training courses including: Interviews 
With Naturals: Buzzy - Masters of threesomes, and "Joe Natural", How to Beat Approach Anxiety, How To Beat 
Approach Anxiety, How To Beat Approach Anxiety, Brad's Fashion Bible, and the Instant Attraction PDF E-
book.

Those wishing to purchase 10 Minute Seduction, or for more information, click here.

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website PUABooks.net. 
Johnson's 10 Minute Seduction review is available at the following web address: http://puabooks.net/brad-p-10-
minute-seduction/
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